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Abstract: In this paper we discuss some relationship between Laplace transform and the new two transform called ELzaki 

transform and Aboodh transform. We solve first and second order ordinary differential equations using both transforms, and 

show that ELzaki transform and Aboodh transform are closely connected with the Laplace transform. 
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1. Introduction 

Integral transforms play an important role in many fields 

of science. In literature, integral transforms are widely used 

in mathematical physics, optics, engineering mathematics 

and, few others. Among these transforms which were 

extensively used and applied on theory and applications are: 

the variational iteration method, the homotopy perturbation 

method [5], the differential transform method [(2008)] and 

adomian decomposition method. 

The Laplace transform has been effectively used to solve 

linear and non-linear ordinary and partial differential 

equations and is used extensively in electrical engineering. 

The Laplace transform reduces a linear differential equation 

to an algebraic equation, which can be solved by rules of 

algebra. The original differential equation can then be solved 

by applying the inverse Laplace transform 

Tarig M. Elzaki and Sailh M. Elzaki in [1-4], showed the 

modified of Sumudu transform [6-10] or Elzaki transform 

was applied to partial differential equations, ordinary 

differential equations, system of ordinary and partial 

differential equations and integral equations. Elzaki 

transform is a powerful tool for solving some differential 

equations which cannot solve by Sumudu transform. 

Aboodh Transform [11, 12] was introduced by Khalid 

Aboodh in 2013, to facilitate the process of solving ordinary 

and partial differential equations in the time domain. This 

transformation has deeper connection with the Laplace and 

Elzaki Transform. [8, 9]. 

The main objective is to introduce a comparative study to 

solve differential equations by using Laplace transform and 

Elzaki transform and a boodh transform. The plane of the 

paper is as follows: In section 2, we introduce the basic idea 

of Laplace transform, then, Elzaki Transform in 3, then, 

Aboodh Transform in 4, Application in 5 and conclusion in 6, 

respectively. 

2. Definitions and Standard Results 

2.1. The Laplace Transform 

Definition: If ���� is a function defined for all positive 

values of �, then the Laplace Transform of is defined as 

������� = 	�
� = � ����������
�                (1) 

provided that the integral exists. Here the parameter 
is a real 

or complex number. The corresponding inverse Laplace 
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transform is ���	�
�� = ����. Here ����and 	�
�are called 

as pair of Laplace transforms. 

Theorem 1: Laplace transform is a linear transform. That 

is, if then ��������� + �������� = ���������� + ����������, 
where��and ��are constants. 

LAPLACE transform of some functions: 

��1� = �
�, ����� = �!

����, ������ = �
�� 

��sin�"��� = "

� + "� , ��cos�"��� = 



� + "� 

LAPLACE transform of derivatives: 

(i) ( ) ( )( ) 0L f t sF s f′ = −     

(ii) ( ) ( ) ( )2
( ) 0 0E f t s F s sf f′′ ′= − −    

2.2. Elzaki Transform 

Definition. 

Elzaki Transform [2]. Given a function ����defined for all � ≥ 0, as follow: 

(�����, )� = *�)� = ) � �����+
,���

� , ) ∈ �.�, .��     (2) 

for all values of 
, for which the improper integral converges 

Elzaki transform of some functions: 

(�1� = )�, (���� = /! )�0�, (����� = 12
��1 

(�sin�"��� = �13
�0�212 , (�cos�"��� = 12

�0�212. 

Elzaki transform of derivatives: 

(i) ( ) ( ) ( )0
T u

E f t uf
u

′ = −     

(ii) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2

0 0
T u

E f t f uf
u

′′ ′= − −    

2.3. Aboodh Transform 

Definition: 

A new transform called the Aboodh transform defined for 

function of exponential order we consider functions in the set 

A, defined by: 

A = {f�t�: ∃ M, k�, k� > 0, |f�t�| < @eBC
 

For a given function in the set M must be finite number, .�, .� may be finite or infinite. Aboodh transform which is 

defined by the integral equation 

D������ = E�)� = �
1 � �����1��

� �� � ≥ 0, k� ≤ ) ≤ k� (3) 

Aboodh transform of some functions: 

D�1� = �
12, D���� = �!

1��2, D����� = �
12�1 

D�sin�"��� = "
)�)�+"�� , D�cos�"��� = 1

�)�+"�� 

Aboodh transform of derivatives: 

D�� ′���� = )E�)� − I���
1 , D�� ′′���� = )�E�)� − IJ���

1  − ��0� 

DK�������L = )�E�)� − M ��N��0�
)��0N

��

NO�
. 

3. Application 

Example 5.1 consider the first order differential equation 

QR
QS + T = 0                             (4) 

With the initial condition;  

 T�0� = 1                                  (5) 

Solution: 

Applying the Laplace transform of both sides of Eq. (4), 

� UQR
QSV + �{TW = �{0 W                         (6) 

Using the differential property of Laplace transform Eq. 

(12) can be written as: 


T�
� − T�0� + T�
� = 0                    (7) 

Using initial condition (5), Eq. (7) can be written as: 

T�
� = �
�0�                                    (8) 

The inverse Laplace transform of this equation is simply 

obtained as 

T�X� = �S,                                  (9) 

Where T�
� is the Laplace transform of the function y (x) 

2: Applying the Elzaki transform of both sides of Eq. (4), 

( UQR
QSV + ({TW = ({0 W                        (10) 

Using the differential property of Elzaki transform Eq.(10) 

can be written as: 

�
1 (�T� − )T�0� + (�T� = 0                   (11) 

Using initial condition (5), Eq. (11) can be written as: 

(�T� = 12
�01                                 (12) 

The inverse Elzaki transform of this equation is simply 

obtained as 

T�X� = �S                               (13) 

Where (�T� Is the Elzaki transform of the function y (x) 

3: Applying the Aboodh transform of both sides of Eq. (4), 

A UQR
QSV + A{TW = D{0 W                           (14) 

Using the differential property of Aboodh transform 
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Eq.(14) can be written as 

)D�T� − R���
1 + D�T� = 0                       (15) 

Using initial condition (5), Eq. (15) can be written as: 

D�T��) + 1� = 1
) , D�T� = 1

)�) + 1� 
The inverse Aboodh transform of this equation is simply 

obtained as 

T�X� = �S 

Where A(y) is the Aboodh transform of the function y (x) 

Example 5.2 solve the differential equation  

 TY + 2T = X                                   (16) 

With the initial condition; 

T�0� = 1                                     (17) 

Solution: Applying the Laplace transform of both sides of 

Eq. (16), 

L{ TYW + L{2TW = L{XW                           (18) 

Using the differential property of Laplace transform 

Eq.(16) can be written as 


T�
� − T�0� + 2T�
� = �
�2                    (19) 

Using initial condition (17), Eq. (19) can be written as 

T�
� = �20�
�2��0��                                 (20) 

The inverse Laplace transform of this equation is simply 

obtained as 

T�X� = − �
\ + �

� X + ]
\ ��S                        (21) 

Where T�
� is the Laplace transform of the function y (x) 

2: Applying the Elzaki transform of both sides of Eq. (16), 

E{ TYW + E{2TW = E{XW                            (22) 

Using the differential property of Elzaki transform Eq.(16) 

can be written as: 

�
1 (�T� − )T�0� + 2(�T� = )_              (23) 

Using initial condition (17), Eq. (23) can be written as 

(�T� = �)_ + )�)
1 + 2)  

(�T� = �
� )_ + ]

\ ` 12
�0�1a − �

\ )�                   (24) 

The inverse transform of this equation is simply obtained as 

T�X� = �
� X + ]

\ ��S − �
\                        (25) 

3: Applying the Aboodh transform of both sides of Eq. 

(16), 

A{ TYW + A{2TW = A{XW                             (26) 

Using the differential property of Aboodh transform 

Eq.(16) can be written as: 

)D�T� − R���
1 + 2D�T� = D�X�                      (27) 

Using initial condition (17), Eq. (27) can be written as 

)D�T� − �
1 + 2D�T� = �

13, D�T��) + 2� = �
13 + �

1 

D�T� = �012
13�10��                                (28) 

The inverse Aboodh transform of this equation is simply 

obtained as 

T�X� = �
� X + ]

\ ��S − �
\                         (29) 

Example 5.3 Let us consider the second-order differential 

equation 

 TYY + T = 0                               (30) 

With the initial condition; 

 T�0� = TY�0� = 1                           (31) 

Solution: Applying the Laplace transform of both sides of 

Eq. (30), 

L{ TYYW + L{TW = L{0W                         (32) 

Using the differential property of Laplace transform 

Eq.(32) can be written as 


�T�
� − 
T�0� − TY�0� + T�
� = 0           (33) 

Using initial condition (31), Eq. (33) can be written as 

T�
� = �0�
�20�                                    (34) 

The inverse Laplace transform of this equation is simply 

obtained as 

T�X� = cos X + sin X                           (35) 

Where T�
� is the Laplace transform of the function y (x) 

2: Applying the Elzaki transform of both sides of Eq. (30), 

E{ TYYW + E{TW = E{0W                            (36) 

Using the differential property of Elzaki transform Eq.(36) 

can be written as 

�
12 (�T� − 1 + (�T� − ) = 0              (37) 

Using initial condition (31), Eq. (37) can be written as 

(�T� = 12
120� + 13

120�                       (38) 
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The inverse Elzaki transform of this equation is simply 

obtained as 

T�X� = cos X + sin X                       (39) 

3: Applying the Aboodh transform of both sides of Eq. 

(30), 

A{ TYYW + A{TW = A{0W                     (40) 

Using the differential property of Aboodh transform 

Eq.(40) can be written as: 

)�D�T� − RJ���
1 − T�0� + D�T� = 0            (41) 

Using initial condition (31), Eq. (41) can be written as 

)�D�T� − �
1 − 1 + D�T� = 0, D�T��)� + 1� = 1 + �

1 

D�T� = 10�
1�120��                              (42) 

The inverse Aboodh transform of this equation is simply 

obtained as 

T�X� = cos X + sin X                        (43) 

Example 5.4 Consider the second-order differential 

equation 

 TYY − 3TY + 2T = 0                          (44) 

With the initial condition; 

 T�0� = 1, TY�0� = 4                          (45) 

Solution: Applying the Laplace transform of both sides of 

Eq. (44), 

L{ TYYW − L{3TYW + L{2TW = L{0W                (46) 

Using the differential property of Laplace transform 

Eq.(46) can be written as 


�T�
� − 
T�0� − TY�0� − 3�
T�
� − T�0�� + 2T�
� = 0 (47) 

Using initial condition (45), Eq. (47) can be written as 

T�
� = �0�
�2_�0�                                 (48) 

Then take the inverse of Laplace transform we get 

y(x) = -2�� + 3���                              (49) 

Where T�
� is the Laplace transform of the function y (x) 

2: Applying the Elzaki transform of both sides of Eq. (44), 

E{ TYYW − E{3TYW + E{2TW = E{0W           (50) 

Using the differential property of Elzaki transform Eq.(50) 

can be written as 

(�T� = )��) + 1�
�2) − 1��) − 1� = )� d 2

) − 1 − 3
2) − 1e 

(�T� = �12
�1 + _12

��1                           (51) 

Then take the inverse of ELzaki transform we get 

y(x) = -2�� + 3���                          (52) 

3: Applying the Aboodh transform of both sides of Eq. 

(44), 

A{ TYYW − A{3TYW + A{2TW = A{0W             (53) 

Using the differential property of Aboodh transform 

Eq.(53) can be written as: 

)�D�T� − RJ���
1 − T�0� − 3)D�T � + R���

1 + 2D�T� = 0 (54) 

Using initial condition (45), Eq. (54) can be written as 

�)� − 3) + 2�D�T� =  _
1 + 1, then A(y) = 

10�
1�1���1��  (55) 

Then take the inverse of Aboodh transform we get 

A(x) = -2�� + 3���                          (56) 

Example 5.5 

Solve the differential equation: 

 TYY − 3TY + 2T = 4�_�                       (57) 

With the initial condition; 

 T�0� = −3, TY�0� = 5                         (58) 

Solution: 

Applying the Laplace transform of both sides of Eq. (57), 

L{ TYYW − L{3TYW + L{2TW = L{4�_�W          (59) 

Using the differential property of Laplace transform 

Eq.(59) can be written as 


�T�
� − 
T�0� − TY�0� − 3�
T�
� − T�0�� + 2T�
� = \
�_ (60) 

Using initial condition (58), Eq. (60) can be written as 

T�
� = \
����������_� − g _��\

��������h             (61) 

Then take the inverse of Laplace transform we get 

T��� = 4��� − 9�� + 2�_�                   (62) 

Where T�
� is the Laplace transform of the function y (x) 

2: Applying the Elzaki transform of both sides of Eq. (59), 

E{ TYYW − E{3TYW + E{2TW = E{4�_�W           (63) 

Using the differential property of Elzaki transform Eq.(63) 

can be written as 

1
)� *�)� + 3 − 5) − 3 j*�)�

) + 3)k + 2*�)� = 4)�
1 − 3) 
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d 1
)� − 3

) + 2e *�)� = 4)�
1 − 3) + 14) − 3 

Then, 

*�)� = )� g \
��1 − �

�_1 − l
�1h                 (64) 

Inverting to find solution in the form 

T��� = 4��� − 9�� + 2�_�.                   (65) 

3: Applying the Aboodh transform of both sides of Eq. 

(57), 

A{ TYYW − A{3TYW + A{2TW = A{4�_�W           (66) 

Using the differential property of Aboodh transform 

Eq.(66) can be written as: 

)�T�)� − RJ���
1 − T�0� − 3)T�)� + R���

1 + 2T�)� = \
12_1   (67) 

Using initial condition (58), Eq. (67) can be written as 

T�)� = \
1�1���1���1_� − _

�1���1�� + �\
1�1���1��,   (68) 

Inverting to find solution in the form 

T��� = 4��� − 9�� + 2�_�                   (69) 

Example 5.6: 

Find the solution of the following initial value problem 

 TYY + 4T = 9X                              (70) 

With the initial condition,  

T�0� = 0, TY�0� = 7                          (71) 

Solution: Applying the Laplace transform of both sides of 

Eq. (70), 

L{ TYYW + L{4TW = L{9XW                        (72) 

Using the differential property of Laplace transform 

Eq.(72) can be written as 


�T�
� − 
T�0� − TY�0� + 4T�
� = l
�2          (73) 

Using initial condition (71), Eq. (73) can be written as 

�
� + 4�T�
� = l
�2 +7 so, T�
� = n

�20\ + l
�2��20\� so, (74) 

Inverting to find the solution in the form: 

T�X� = l
\ X + �l

o sin 2X                        (75) 

Where T�
� is the Laplace transform of the function y (x) 

2: Applying the Elzaki transform of both sides of Eq. (70), 

E{ TYYW + E{4TW = E{9XW                       (76) 

Using the differential property of Elzaki transform Eq.(76) 

can be written as 

�
12 *�)� − 7) + 4*�)� = 9)_, or *�)� = l1p

�0\12 − n13
�0\12 =

3)� + �13
�0\12 

Inverting to find the solution in the form: 

T�X� = l
\ X + �l

o sin 2X.                         (77) 

3: Applying the Aboodh transform of both sides of Eq. (70), 

A{ TYYW + A{4TW = A{9XW                      (78) 

Using the differential property of Aboodh transform 

Eq.(78) can be written as: 

)�.�)� − RJ���
1 − T�0� + 4.�)� = l

13         (79) 

Using initial condition (71), Eq. (79) can be written as 

.�)��)� + 4� = 9
)_ + 7

) 

So, .�)� = n
1�120\� + l

13�120\� = n
1�120\� + l

1 j �
q1 − �

q1
120\k (80) 

Inverting to find the solution in the form 

T�X� = l
\ X + �l

o sin 2X.                      (81) 

4. Conclusion 

The main goal of this paper is to conduct a comparative 

study between Laplace transform and new integrals “Elzaki 

transform” and “a boodh transform”. The three methods are 

powerful and efficient. Elzaki transform and a boodh 

transform is a convenient tool for solving differential 

equations in the time domain without the need for performing 

an inverse Elzaki transform and inverse a boodh transform 

and the connection of Elzaki transform and a boodh 

transform with Laplace transform goes much deeper. 
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